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We strive to question, rethink and continuously develop 

everything. We set this standard both for ourselves and 

equally for our products. As a result, the focus of our 

activities is not only on individual products but on 

groundbreaking bathroom solutions. From design to 

completed project, we are a worldwide partner to our 

clients for all their design wishes – delivering objects  

of consummate beauty for the bathroom which are dis-

tinguished by their timeless design, daring individuality, 

and superb quality. This has given rise to true style 

icons – made from proven KALDEWEI steel enamel and 

created for unique bathrooms.

In the following pages we present you not only with  

our latest bathtub and shower surface models, but  

KALDEWEI also introduces you to an entirely new prod-

uct segment. We have commissioned interna tionally  

renowned designers to develop washstands made of 

high-quality KALDEWEI steel enamel. These perfectly 

complement our existing programme. Furthermore, they 

produce an overall composition in the bathroom that is 

entirely harmonious thanks to the use of a single design 

vocabulary and material. 

I hope that you will enjoy discovering our many exciting 

innovations, and I wish you just as much pleasure with 

our new brand image that once again underlines our high 

standards of quality. Meanwhile, we will be getting back 

to work again so that we can continue presenting you 

with new products and well-thought-out developments.

Franz Kaldewei

All innovations are online too

We AlWAys 
choose our 
oWn pAths – 
neW ones.
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washbasins need to be exceptionally robust because 

there is no other object in the bathroom that is so heavily 

used. for this reason alone, we only ever considered one 

material for our washbasins: the same one with which 

the proven bathtubs and shower surfaces by Kaldewei 

are made – Kaldewei steel enamel. Kaldewei steel 

enamel is extremely scratch and shockresistant, it 

withstands all standard household detergents and 

chemicals, it is easy to clean, and exceptionally hygienic. 

We are confi dent that you too will be convinced by this 

material’s special qualities. That is why, as with all other 

Kaldewei products, our new washbasins come with a 

30year warranty.

All new washbasins are online too 

new This year. 
 jusT liKe new in 30 years.



The Kaldewei steel enamel ensures that our baths and 

shower surfaces, and now our new washbasins too, are 

made to last. but Kaldewei steel enamel recommends 

itself not only for its material properties; its aesthetic 

qualities deliver equally strong arguments. designed to 

let you enjoy the advantages of bathroom furniture made 

completely of the same material, the new washbasins 

now complement our baths and shower surfaces in the 

most optimal way. experience the beautiful feeling when 

individual perfect objects combine into a perfect whole: 

a bathroom in one style, one quality and one class. 

perfecTion cannoT be iMproVed. 
 buT iT can be eXTended.

CONODuO CONOfLAT

CONO



MADE fOR hIgh STANDARDS – AND fOR ETERNITy.

The new washbasins
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PERfECT MATCh

DESIgN

The family relationship with the cono bathtubs and 

shower surfaces cannot be overlooked: Made of superb 

Kaldewei steel enamel, the aesthetic quality and user

friendliness of these washbasins combine to produce the 

perfect symbiosis of clarity and serenity. The square, 

enamelled outfl ow accentuates the underlying geometry 

of this sublime washbasin. in addition to its exceptional 

design, it captivates with a special technical feature: the 

overfl ow is invisibly integrated into the run-off support. 

There is no overfl ow hole to detract from the design’s 

clean lines. The cono washbasin thus exudes perfect 

elegance and harmony. 

CONOfLAT MEISTERSTÜCK CONODuO /
CONODuO

CONO available from October 2015

CONO
countertop basin 12cm

Model no. 3085 / l 60cm x w 50cm x h 12cm

Model no. 3086 / l 90cm x w 50cm x h 12cm

CONO
wall mounted basin

Model no. 3089 / l 60cm x w 50cm x h 12cm

Model no. 3090 / l 90cm x w 50cm x h 12cm

Model no. 3091 / l 120cm x w 50cm x h 12cm

CONO
countertop basin 4cm

Model no. 3083 / l 60cm x w 50cm x h 4cm

Model no. 3084 / l 90cm x w 50cm x h 4cm

CONO
recessed basin 

Model no. 3080 / l 60cm x w 50cm x h 1.4cm

Model no. 3081 / l 90cm x w 50cm x h 1.4cm

Model no. 3082 / l 120cm x w 50cm x h 1.4cm

CONO
undercounter basin 

Model no. 3087 / l 56.8cm x w 38,2cm x h 1.4cm

Model no. 3088 / l 86.8cm x w 38,2cm x h 1.4cm

1514 / Washbasins
AVANTgARDE 
cono
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SuPERPLAN 
PLuS

MEISTERSTÜCK CENTRO DuO /
CENTRO DuO

PERfECT MATCh

DESIgN

anke salomon. The minimalism and simple elegance of 

the cenTro bathtub family have been transferred here 

to the washbasins. Taking the circle as the basic shape, 

a very special geometry was produced – with soft radii 

and fl owing contours. Apart from the round enamelled 

waste cover and the invisible overfl ow, the generous 

dimensions of the washbasin surround are particularly 

striking. These lend the washbasin a distinctive charac

ter that stands out both in modern bathroom settings 

and traditional interiors – irrespective of which fi ttings 

you choose.

CENTRO
countertop basin 12cm

Model no. 3057 / l 60cm x w 50cm x h 12cm

Model no. 3058 / l 90cm x w 50cm x h 12cm

CENTRO
wall mounted basin

Model no. 3061 / l 60cm x w 50cm x h 12cm

Model no. 3062 / l 90cm x w 50cm x h 12cm

CENTRO
countertop basin 4cm

Model no. 3055 / l 60cm x w 50cm x h 4cm

Model no. 3056 / l 90cm x w 50cm x h 4cm

CENTRO
undercounter basin

Model no. 3059 / l 60cm x w 37cm x h 1.4cm

Model no. 3060 / l 90cm x w 37cm x h 1.4cm

CENTRO available from October 2015

18 /19 Washbasins
AVANTgARDE 
centro
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DESIgN

anke salomon. The sensually modern design of the 

silenio series of washbasins distinguishes itself 

through its exciting tensions: The soft, organic interior 

shape culminates in a narrow, precise washbasin lip – 

with a straightlined, geometrical external shape. This, 

combined with the unadorned surround, produces a 

restrained yet extraordinary washbasin. The silenio 

product series offers the washbasin to go with the 

silenio ambiente bathtub. Together with the scona 

shower surface, they form a harmonious bathroom, 

fi tted out entirely with KALDEWEI steel enamel. 

SCONA SILENIO

PERfECT MATCh

SILENIO available from April 2015

SILENIO
countertop basin 12cm

Model no. 3042 / l 60cm x w 46cm x h 12cm

Model no. 3043 / l 90cm x w 46cm x h 12cm

SILENIO 
wall mounted basin

Model no. 3044 / l 60cm x w 46cm x h 12cm

Model no. 3045 / l 90cm x w 46cm x h 12cm

Model no. 3046 / l 120cm x w 46cm x h 12cm

SILENIO 
countertop basin 4cm

Model no. 3040 / l 60cm x w 46cm x h 4cm

Model no. 3041 / l 90cm x w 46cm x h 4cm

SILENIO 
undercounter basin

Model no. 3047 / l 63.4cm x w 39.1cm x h 1.4cm

Model no. 3048 / l 93.4cm x w 39.1cm x h 1.4cm

22 /23 Washbasinssilenio
AMbIENTE 
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Puro



DESIgN

anke salomon. This is how washbasins must look if they 

are to be a worthy enhancement to the puro bathtub 

family. a classically minimalist design and reduced 

edges, balanced by unusually generous interior dimen

sions. and because the lines are so clean and timeless, 

they have been immortalised in longlasting Kaldewei 

steel enamel.

PuRO
countertop basin 12cm

Model no. 3156 / l 46cm x w 46cm x h 12cm

Model no. 3157 / l 60cm x w 46cm x h 12cm

Model no. 3158 / l 90cm x w 46cm x h 12cm

PuRO
wall mounted basin

Model no. 3162 / l 55cm x w 30cm x h 10cm

Model no. 3163 / l 46cm x w 46cm x h 12cm

Model no. 3164 / l 60cm x w 46cm x h 12cm

Model no. 3165 / l 90cm x w 46cm x h 12cm

PuRO
countertop basin 4cm

Model no. 3153 / l 46cm x w 46cm x h 4cm

Model no. 3154 / l 60cm x w 46cm x h 4cm

Model no. 3155 / l 90cm x w 46cm x h 4cm

PuRO
undercounter basin

Model no. 3159 / l 46cm x w 38.5cm x h 1.4cm

Model no. 3160 / l 60cm x w 38.5cm x h 1.4cm

Model no. 3161 / l 90cm x w 38.5cm x h 1.4cm

PuRO
recessed basin

Model no. 3150 / l 46cm x w 46cm x h 1.4cm

Model no. 3151 / l 60cm x w 46cm x h 1.4cm

Model no. 3152 / l 90cm x w 46cm x h 1.4cm

SuPERPLAN PuRO DuO

PERfECT MATCh

PuRO available from April 2015

AMbIENTE 
Puro 26 /27 Washbasins



The new designers
ThEy REDuCE EVERy PIECE DOWN 
 TO ITS bARE ESSENTIALS: PuRE MAgIC.



“The world is abouT 
 people, noT objecTs.”

design that isn’t for just anybody can’t be produced  

by just anybody either. That is why we have asked the  

illustrious designer, arik levy, to design his first  

bathroom collection for Kaldewei. 

 

arik levy’s work is famed for its emotional power. it not 

only makes people’s lives easier, but also enriches them. 

because it bestows happiness, pleasure and wellbeing 

on them. That is how arik levy interprets excellent  

design – and that is exactly what he has achieved with 

his MeisTersTÜcK eMerso. The sea was his inspiration 

for this design. The idea is that his tub should make the 

ocean a visual experience, as if one were part of it. as 

if one were looking at the sea not at a distance, from 

the shoreline, but actually swimming in it. like a surfer 

waiting for the next wave.

The interior shape and external trim combine to produce 

a wave; the extraordinary edge curves in on itself, lending 

the design a touch of undulance. everything merges  

together to create an impressive bathroom sculpture with 

lines that seem to flow infinitely. Like the sea: without 

symmetry but full of harmony. 

All info on the new designers is online too

30 /31 arik levy
DESIgN STORy
emerso



MEISTERSTÜCK 
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MEISTERSTÜCK EMERSO available from October 2015

Model Model no. Version lengTh 
(cm)

widTh 
(cm)

riM heighT 
(cm)

MeisTersTÜcK eMerso 3020 freestanding 52 42 90

eMerso 3021 recessed 52 42 3.2

3022 recessed 72 42 3.2

Model Model no. lengTh 
(cm)

widTh 
(cm)

depTh 
(cm)

MeisTersTÜcK eMerso 1100 180 80 41

DESIgN

arik levy. The MeisTersTÜcK eMerso washbasin is 

the counterpart to the bathtub of the same name. al

though built inversely, its design is equally subtle and 

harmonious. The washbasin’s fl owing lines appear to 

undulate; the internal shape of the washbasin seems to 

dissolve the boundaries between solid and liquid. even 

the fl ush-fi tting outfl ow is positioned in such a way that it 

reinforces the impression of a fl uid shape. Whether free-

standing or recessed, the MeisTersTÜcK eMerso is an 

enhancement to even the most luxurious bathroom.

DESIgN

arik levy. designed for a single bather, the MeisTersTÜcK 

eMerso bathtub is a luxury to be enjoyed entirely by one

self. ergonomics and design are at one with each other in 

this freestanding bathtub. The new kind of fl uid design 

with its undulating bathtub rim provides a natural and 

comfortable place to rest one’s head. The tapering fully

enamelled outer shape underlines the bathtub’s sculp

tural nature, giving it the look of a modern work of art.

emerso 34 /35 arik levy
MEISTERSTÜCK 



MEISTERSTÜCK INCAVA

SILENIO

Anke Salomon’s design vocabulary 

stands apart because of its unmis-

takable aesthetic: clear-cut, pure 

and full of beauty – just like nature. 

Anke Salomon remains faithful to 

her design philosophy in her col-

laboration with KALDEWEI. Three 

product lines have been created: 

the freestanding MEISTERSTÜCK 

INCAVA bathtub, a recessed version 

of the INCAVA, and the SILENIO Col-

lection comprising a bathtub and 

washbasin. We met the illustrious 

designer and spoke to her about 

the new bathroom collection.

Ms. Salomon, you designed sev-

eral products for KALDEWEI. What 

is special about the design?

Anke Salomon: “The three product 

lines share a common design vo

cabulary that is natural and soft. 

Starting from a clearly defined edge, 

the material flows gently downwards 

with no visible rims or corners, and 

with no geometric orientation. The 

individual models differ from each 

other, however, thanks to distinctive 

design features. with the free stan

ding MeisTersTÜcK incaVa bath

tub, the material flows directly from 

the outer rim to the interior. The wall 

of the tub appears very narrow, so 

that the interior seems all the more 

spacious. combined with the conical 

exterior shape, the bathtub exudes 

an incredible lightness. The recessed 

incaVa bathtub captivates with its 

unusual corner radii. The bathtub’s 

high, striking rim surrounds it like  

a picture frame, setting it apart 

from the architecture around it. The 

silenio bathtub, on the other hand, 

appears peaceful and integrative 

thanks to its very flat tub edge and 

exceptionally precise corner radii. 

The accompanying silenio wash

basin picks up on the flowing, soft 

design of the product line, and its 

dimensions appear very lavish.”

What is the idea behind the design 

of the new KALDEWEI products? 

Was there something that inspired 

you?

Anke Salomon: “The design vocabu

lary is harmonious, sensual and un

adulterated. The soft contours of the 

interior space flow as naturally as a 

cloth that, hanging freely, forms a 

harmonious, gentle hollow. This na

tureoriented aesthetic combined 

with longlasting, solid Kaldewei 

steel enamel produces an extremely 

exciting arrangement of design and 

material.” 

What design challenges did you 

face in working with KALDEWEI 

steel enamel?

Anke Salomon: “what is special 

about the material is the high aes

thetic quality and, at the same time, 

its unique durability. because of the 

longevity of steel enamel, the de

sign cannot be governed by passing 

trends but must continue to give 

pleasure for many, many years. at 

the same time, the design must 

possess a new and strong character, 

as well as that certain something – 

a challenging task.”

What does collaboration with 

KALDEWEI mean for you?

Anke Salomon: “while working with 

Kaldewei, i got to know a team 

there who, demonstrating a love of 

their product, a passion for their 

material, steel enamel, and a huge 

awareness of quality, are dedicated 

to creating bathroom products. nat

urally, for me as a designer, that is 

a fantastic environment. i am very 

pleased to have the opportunity of 

working with this team on designing 

highquality objects that will delight 

people for many years to come.”

 “inspired by 
The besT designer in The world – 
  naTure.”

36 /37 anke salomon
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MEISTERSTÜCK INCAVA
(Model no. 1174) in alpine white

DESIgN

anke salomon. The charm of the freestanding 

MeisTersTÜcK incaVa lies in the subtle tension 

between the soft lines of the interior and the sensual 

geometry of the exterior. The reduced rim and coni

callyshaped trim give the bathtub a surprising light

ness. The design is perfected by the centrallyplaced, 

flushfitting, enamelled waste cover and the newly 

devised enamelled overfl ow.

Model Model no. lengTh 
(cm)

widTh 
(cm)

depTh 
(cm)

MeisTersTÜcK incaVa 1174 175 76 43.5

MEISTERSTÜCK INCAVA available from October 2015

40 /41 anke salomonincava
MEISTERSTÜCK 
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Model Model no. lengTh 
(cm)

widTh 
(cm)

depTh 
(cm)

riM heighT 
(cm)

incaVa 172 170 75 41 5

174 180 80 43.5 5

176 190 90 43.5 5

INCAVA available from October 2015

INCAVA
(Model no. 174) in alpine white

DESIgN

anke salomon. The recessed version for the highly dis

cerning. The narrow, precise wall of the tub surrounds the 

organically soft interior shape like a picture frame. The 

height of the edge is generous, the corner radius signi

fi cantly rounder than in other KALDEWEI bathtubs. This 

lends the incaVa avantgarde a strikingly sculptural 

look, setting it apart from the rest of the bathroom 

architecture. In contrast, the fl ush-fi tting waste cover and 

the newly devised overfl ow – both made of KALDEWEI 

steel enamel – are superbly integrated. They round out 

the sensation of profound serenity and harmony created 

by the interior of the bathtub.

AVANTgARDE 
incava 44 /45 anke salomon
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Model Model no. lengTh 
(cm)

widTh 
(cm)

depTh 
(cm)

riM heighT 
(cm)

silenio 674 170 75 41 2

676 180 80 43.5 2

678 190 90 43.5 2

SILENIO available from April 2015

DESIgN

anke salomon. The silenio ambiente bathtub with its 

softlydrawn interior shape can be installed in a number 

of different ways. Thanks to the low tub edge and the 

sharp corner radii, it harmonises particularly well with the 

surrounding architecture. pair it with a silenio wash

basin and the scona shower surface, and the bathroom 

is a harmonious whole. 

SILENIO
(Model no. 676) in alpine white

anke salomon4948 /
AMbIENTE 
silenio



The MeisTersTÜcKe
PuRE RELAXATION – IN A PuRE DESIgN.
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Kaldewei MeisTersTÜcKe aim to make your bathroom 

into a unique place. and that’s another reason why they 

can be placed anywhere in the bathroom. be it free

standing, wall-mounted or in a corner – they can fulfi l 

just about any wish. in keeping with this thinking, we 

offer special versions of our MeisTersTÜcKe with two 

or threesided trim. The exquisite look is retained: fully

enamelled and seamless. This means that even those 

models that are not freestanding still preserve their 

cleancut, minimalist lines. 

Two-sided available from October 2015 / three-sided available from Januar 2016 /* Water capacity less average 70 litre displacement

Model Model no. Version lengTh 
(cm)

widTh 
(cm)

depTh 
(cm)

cubic capa ciTy 
(litre*)

MeisTersTÜcK 
cenTro duo 1

1129
corner installation 

left (twosided)

170 75 47 156

1136 180 80 47 195

1130
corner installation 
right (twosided)

170 75 47 156

1137 180 80 47 195

MeisTersTÜcK 
cenTro duo 2

1131 front wall 
installation 

(threesided)

170 75 47 156

1135 180 80 47 195

MeisTersTÜcK 
conoduo 1

1702
corner installation 

left (twosided)

170 75 43 122

1703 180 80 43 159

1712
corner installation 
right (twosided)

170 75 43 122

1713 180 80 43 159

MeisTersTÜcK 
conoduo 2

1722 front wall 
installation 

(threesided)

170 75 43 122

1723 180 80 43 159

plenTy of space. 
 for your ideas as well.

MEISTERSTÜCK CONODuO with twosided trim

MEISTERSTÜCK CONODuO with threesided trim

54 /55 bathsconoduo/centro duo
MEISTERSTÜCK VERSIONS 



MEISTERSTÜCK CONODuO
(Model no. 1732) in alpine white

DESIgN

sottsass associati, Milan. The seamless shape of 

the MeisTersTÜcK conoduo combines freestanding 

design with excellent bathroom comfort to produce the 

perfect symbiosis of clarity and serenity. The precisely 

executed perpendicular bathtub cladding, the fl ush-

fi tting, recessed outfl ow, and the optimally positioned 

overfl ow knob are all made of superb KALDEWEI steel 

enamel, and accentuate the coherent look in the bath

room. Two identical back slopes and the centrally 

positioned outlet ensure a very special bathing expe

rience – be it alone or à deux. for those who would 

like even more space in the bathtub, we now also offer 

a 180 x 80cm version.

Model Model no. lengTh 
(cm)

widTh 
(cm)

depTh 
(cm)

MeisTersTÜcK conoduo 1732 170 75 43

1733 180 80 43NEW

56 /57 bathsconoduo
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MEISTERSTÜCK ASyMMETRIC DuO 
(Model no. 1740) in alpine white

Model Model no. lengTh 
(cm)

widTh 
(cm)

depTh 
(cm)

MeisTersTÜcK asyMMeTric duo 1740 170 80 42

1742 180 90 42

DESIgN

phoenix design. The freestanding MeisTersTÜcK 

asyMMeTric duo is truly eyecatching – particularly 

the new model which is 10cm longer (180 x 90cm). The 

seamless bathtub with overfl ow knob and fl ush-fi tting 

recessed outfl ow are made of fi ne KALDEWEI steel 

enamel, and transform a bathroom into your very own 

bathing oasis. The generous surround provides space 

for fi ttings or bathroom paraphernalia. It represents 

a harmonious transition between the virtually perpen

dicular bathtub cladding and the fl uid interior shape.

NEW

asymmetric duo 58 /59 baths
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The new 
 shower soluTions

fLEXIbLE, fLAT AND EASy. 



The standards of modern bathroom design are high: The 

preferred shower solution today is floor-level, easy to 

install and integrates flexibly in different room situations. 

a trend which Kaldewei has helped to shape and con

tinues to advance. it is for this purpose that we have 

developed complete integrated systems. These innova

tive combinations of shower surface, waste fitting and 

installation system do not just meet standards – they 

set them: with excellent design, durability and straight

forward installation.

showering aT The 
  highesT leVel: 
 floorleVel.

easy

Flat
with the highest standards to the lowest level – rep

resenting the combination of low profile showering  

surfaces with an innovative waste fitting.

a large selection of colours, sizes and installation  

products ensures that Kaldewei always has the right 

solution that leaves little to be desired.

Flexible

floorlevel showers are easier to install than you think. 

we offer the right installation solution for almost any 

situation: quick to install and optimally matched to the 

Kaldewei shower surfaces.

All info on the shower solutions is online too
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SCONA: from 75 x 80cm to 100 x 180cm

NOW IN 44 SIZES

DESIgN

Made of superior Kaldewei steel enamel using stateof

theart technology the shower creates a unique feelgood 

atmosphere in the bathroom. its geometric shape with 

square radii follows modern lines. round details and 

the slight sloping of the shower surface stand in striking 

contrast. Its sensuous design fl ows harmoniously into a 

round waste cover positioned in dead centre.

6766 / shoWer solutions
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Model Model no. lengTh 
(cm)

widTh 
(cm)

aVailable froM 

scona 908 75 80 october 2015

911 80 80 already available

940 70 90 october 2015

912 75 90 already available

941 80 90 april 2015

913 90 90 already available

942 75 100 april 2015

914 80 100 already available

915 90 100 already available

916 100 100 already available

943 80 110 april 2015

963 90 110 april 2015

964 100 110 october 2015

965 70 120 october 2015

966 75 120 april 2015

917 80 120 already available

918 90 120 already available

967 100 120 october 2015

968 120 120 october 2015

969 80 130 october 2015

970 90 130 october 2015

972 100 130 october 2015

Model Model no. lengTh 
(cm)

widTh 
(cm)

aVailable froM 

scona 974 70 140 october 2015

975 75 140 october 2015

976 80 140 april 2015

919 90 140 already available

977 100 140 april 2015

978 70 150 october 2015

979 75 150 october 2015

982 80 150 april 2015

983 90 150 april 2015

984 100 150 october 2015

965 70 160 october 2015

986 75 160 october 2015

987 80 160 october 2015

988 90 160 april 2015

989 100 160 october 2015

991 70 170 october 2015

993 75 170 october 2015

994 90 170 april 2015

995 100 170 october 2015

996 80 180 october 2015

997 90 180 april 2015

998 100 180 october 2015

shoWer solutions6968/
AMbIENTE 
scona



Kaldewei showers give you plenty of installation free

dom. you have a choice of ten shower surface series for 

fl oor-level installation and 57 different sizes. The wide 

range of colours and diversity of décors expand this high 

degree of fl exibility, resulting in a choice of over 50,000 

product variants. This means that at Kaldewei you will 

fi nd the shower surface that not only goes perfectly with 

your bathroom but also entirely fulfi ls your wishes.

More Than 50,000 ways 
 To MaKe your baThrooM perfecT. OVERVIEW Of ThE MAIN RANgES

SCONA: from 75 x 80cm to 100 x 180cm

XETIS: from 90 x 90cm to 100 x 180cm

SuPERPLAN PLuS: from 80 x 80cm to 150 x 150cm

CONOfLAT: from 80 x 80cm to 100 x 180cm

SuPERPLAN: from 75 x 80cm to 100 x 180cmNEW: Waste cover for KA 90 in colour

Pasadena grey Matt

Lava black Matt

COORDINATED COLOuRS COLLECTION

Arctic White Matt

Catania grey Matt

Seashell Cream Matt

City Anthrazite Matt

Prairie beige Matt

Maple brown Matt

Pearl grey Matt

Woodberry brown Matt

Oyster grey Matt

Ancona brown Matt

Flexible shoWer solutions7170/



The demand for fl oor-level showers in new buildings and 

renovations is high. Low fl oor screed thickness can often 

be a problem. That is why Kaldewei has developed a 

new generation of patented waste fi ttings – the innova-

tive Ka 90. depending on the required drainage capacity 

and the thickness of the fl oor screed, you can choose 

from four models. Combined with the fl at-fi tting, enam-

elled shower surfaces, this is a good solution for fl oor-

level installation. 

The high arT of
  fiTTing shower surfaces 
 ulTra flaT.

schematic diagram of the SCONA with KA 90

KA 90

•   fitting height of only 81mm 

incl. waste cover

•  horizontal connection

•   drainage capacity 0.9l/s

•  connection diameter of 50mm

•  Conforms to DIN EN 274 

with   50mm water seal

•  Total height with SCONA 

of only 103mm

KA 90 EXTRA fLAT

•   fitting height of only 70mm 

incl. waste cover

•  horizontal connection

•   drainage capacity 0.8l/s

•  connection diameter of 50mm

•  Does not conform to DIN EN 274 

with   30mm water seal

•  Total height with SCONA 

of only 92mm

KA 90 uLTRA fLAT

•  fitting height of only 61mm 

incl. waste cover

•  horizontal connection

•   drainage capacity 0.8l/s

•  connection diameter of 40mm

•  Does not conform to DIN EN 274 

with   30mm water seal

•  Total height with SCONA 

of only 83mm

KA 90 VERTICAL

•   fitting height of only 81mm 

incl. waste cover

•  Vertical connection

•   drainage capacity 1.4l/s

•  connection diameter of 50mm

•  Conforms to DIN EN 274 

with   50mm water seal

•  Total height vertically 

(with fl oor-level waste fi tting) 

of only 49mm

Flat shoWer solutions7372 /



How to get a floor-level shower in quick and straight-

forward steps: The Kaldewei installation systems make 

light work of most installation situations. be it under

structure, shower surface or sealing: all components 

are perfectly matched – making the installation clear 

and straightforward. fitting a shower is convenient and 

effortless.

The basis for fast and easy installation is an assembly 

system that takes structural conditions into considera

tion and adapts to them accordingly onsite. To this end, 

we offer no fewer than three assembly solutions. in this 

way Kaldewei shower surfaces are installed both at 

floor level and with the greatest of ease.

insTallaTion – as easy as 
 showering iTself.

cuT down on TiMe and efforT:  
 The insTallaTion sysTeMs by Kaldewei.

INSTALLATION SySTEM

we offer you the right system for almost any installation 

situation. everything from one source – everything  

perfectly matched.

ESR II INSTALLATION SySTEM

The proven system for floor-level installation: The inte 

grated sealing system protects against damage from 

moisture penetration. The innovative waste fittings with 

antiseepage connection additionally guarantee a low 

fitting height.

ShOWER SuRfACE

The shower surface in the required size is placed onto 

the assembled installation system. its integrated slope 

ensures perfect drainage – reducing complex screed 

work and tiling.

ShOWER TRAy fOOT fRAME fR 5300

A flexible system for optimum fit with only three sizes for 

the diversity of dimensions of enamelled shower sur

faces from Kaldewei. because the frames are simply 

cut to the required size.

SEALINg, SOuND INSuLATION & MORE 

The Kaldewei professional range lets you customise 

the installation of the shower surface to suit the client’s 

requirements. The special waste fittings, SILENCE PLUS 

sound insulation solutions, sealing systems and more 

offer complete peace of mind.

POLySTyRENE SuPPORT

The fast system for flat installation. Perfectly matched 

to shower surfaces, the support provides full surface 

stability. even renovations are easy and straightforward.

easy shoWer solutions7574/



sKin Touch
ThE fAbLED fOuNTAIN Of yOuTh. 
 IN CONTEMPORARy DESIgN.



SKIN TOuCh available from October 2015 All info on SKIN TOuCh is online too 

with sKin Touch you feel even more at home in your 

skin. because this new system transforms the Kaldewei 

avantgarde and ambiente bathtubs into veritable foun

tains of youth. Tiny bubbles of air, 50 to 100 times 

smaller than in a whirl bath, fl ow out of a jet. The concen-

tration of oxygen in your bathwater is thus increased – 

taking it up to as much as 70% above the normal level. 

This microfi ne pearl effect relaxes and regenerates. 

The result: after bathing your skin feels even smoother 

and softer. 

The MosT iMporTanT addiTiVe 
 for your beauTy baTh: air.

78 /79 kaldeWei sPaskin touch



EMERSO

CONO SILENIO

MEISTERSTÜCK EMERSO
freestanding basin

CONO
recessed basin 

SILENIO
undercounter basin 

CONO
undercounter basin

CONO
countertop basin
4cm

SILENIO
countertop basin
4cm

CONO
countertop basin
12cm

SILENIO
countertop basin
12cm

CONO
wall mounted basin

SILENIO
wall mounted basin

EMERSO
recessed basin

CENTRO
undercounter basin

PuRO
countertop basin
4cm

CENTRO
countertop basin
4cm

PuRO
countertop basin
12cm

CENTRO
countertop basin
12cm

PuRO
cloakroom basin

CENTRO
wall mounted basin

PuRO
wall mounted basin

CENTRO PuRO

ThE NEW WAShbASINS

PuRO
undercounter basin

PuRO
recessed basin 

80 /81 WashbasinsovervieW



the neW bAths

MeIsterstÜcK 
centro Duo
Freestanding bath 
also available with 
two-/three-sided 
trim

MeIsterstÜcK 
conoDuo
Freestanding bath 
also available with 
two-/three-sided 
trim

MeIsterstÜcK 
AsyMMetrIc Duo
Freestanding bath

KAlDeWeI spA

sKIn touch
Wellness system 
for Avantgarde and 
Ambiente baths

MeIsterstÜcK 
eMerso
Freestanding bath

MeIsterstÜcK 
IncAVA
Freestanding bath

IncAVA
recessed bath

centro Duo

AsyMMetrIc Duo

sIlenIo
recessed bath

eMerso

IncAVA

conoDuo

sIlenIo

IncAVA

overvieW

sconA InstAllAtIon

sconA
shower surface

KA 90
Waste fi tting

the shoWer solutIons

82 /83 baths /shoWer solutions
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NEW ICONS 2015/16GERMANY
Franz Kaldewei GmbH & Co. KG
Beckumer Straße 33 – 35
59229 Ahlen
tel. + 49 2382 785 0
fax + 49 2382 785 200
kaldewei.de

ADRIATIC STATES
Björn Zimmermann
tel. + 49 2382 785 278
bjoern.zimmermann@kaldewei.de 

AUSTRALIA
Bathe
tel. + 61 2 9518 0163
sales@bathe.net.au

AUSTRIA
Kaldewei Österreich GmbH
tel. + 49 2382 785 0
info@kaldewei.com

BALTIC STATES
Julijus Neufeld
tel. + 370 068573525
j.neufeld@ivc.lt

BELGIUM
Egeda NV
tel. + 32 14 22 26 08
info@egeda.be

CHINA
Kaldewei Far East Ltd.
tel. + 86 21 6473 7813
info@kaldewei.cn

CIS COUNTRIES 
Laurence Webb 
tel: + 49 160 90134351
laurence.webb@kaldewei.de 

CZECH REPUBLIC/SLOVAKIA
Kaldewei CS, s.r.o.
tel. + 420 226 218 590
info@kaldewei.cz

FINLAND
IMG Interiors
tel. + 358 9 622 9150
img.interiors@co.inet.fi 

FRANCE 
Kaldewei s.a.r.l  
Raymond Piquemal
tel. + 33 6 29 05 76 37
raymond.piquemal@kaldewei.com

GREECE
Niveco AG
tel. + 30 21 0988 0180
nikitasvlachos@niveco.gr

HUNGARY
Török Szaniter Bt.
tel. + 36 1 2501846
kaldewei@kaldewei.hu

ICELAND
Trobeco
tel. + 354 5 113131
trobeco@mmedia.is

INDIA
Kaldewei South East Asia Pte. Ltd.
tel. + 91 22 26855468
anita.shinde@kaldewei.com

ITALY
Kaldewei Italia S.r.l.
tel. + 39 0438 179 7826
info-it@kaldewei.com

JAPAN/SOUTH KOREA
Kaldewei Far East Ltd.
tel. + 852 9652 1937 
jacky.yau@kaldewei.com

MIDDLE EAST/NORTH AFRICA/

SOUTHERN EUROPE
Diane Ritzau-Starkmann
tel. + 49 171 4933624
diane.ritzau-starkmann@kaldewei.de 

NETHERLANDS
Wijnbeek Sanitair BV
tel. + 31 251 361 010
mail@wijnbeek.nl

NEW ZEALAND
Metrix Imports Ltd.
tel. + 64 9 444 5656
info@metrix.co.nz

POLAND
Kaldewei Polska Spółka z o.o.
tel. + 48 22 720 16 03
poczta@kaldewei.pl

RUSSIA
OOO Kaldewei
tel. + 7 495 232 1951
info.russia@kaldewei.com

SCANDINAVIA 
Björn Zimmermann
tel. + 49 2382 785 278
bjoern.zimmermann@kaldewei.de 

SERBIA 
Björn Zimmermann
tel. + 49 2382 785 278
bjoern.zimmermann@kaldewei.de 

SOUTH AFRICA
Jeeves
tel. + 27 21 701 9113
info@jeeves.co.za

SOUTH EAST ASIA
Kaldewei South East Asia Pte. Ltd.
tel. + 65 6899 2487
info@kaldewei.sg

SPAIN
Kaldewei España, S.L.
tel. + 34 93 224 1150
info@kaldewei.es

SWITZERLAND
Zentrallager Schweiz
tel. + 41 62 205 21 00
lager.schweiz@kaldewei.com

UKRAINE
B. Byshovets
tel. + 380 50 3104265
kaldewei@ua.fm

UNITED KINGDOM
Kaldewei UK Ltd.
tel. + 44 1480 498 053
info-uk@kaldewei.com

UNITED STATES/CANADA
Kaldewei USA Inc.
tel. + 1 866 822 2527
chad.novinger@kaldewei.com




